Pharmaceuticals
Industry Solutions

Introduction
REXO Software offers an industry explicit ERP arrangement that helps pharmaceutical companies smooth out
their activities and put up items for sale to the public, quicker and all the more proficiently while conforming to
perpetually severe administrative commands. Regardless of whether you private-name, co-pack or produce
your own line of over the counter meds, brand remedy or conventional medications, REXO ERP for
Pharmaceuticals supports your one of a kind manufacturing necessities in item advancement, production,
quality, costing, furthermore, consistence, while supporting the entirety of your business, bookkeeping,
warehousing and appropriation needs.
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Guarantee
Product Efﬁcacy
Item designers are now and then
tested by recipes for tablets, containers,
powder and ﬂuid mixes that contain at
least one dynamic ﬁxings with differing
power levels. They are searching for
help in rapidly and effectively altering
equations to diminish costs while
keeping up their adequacy.

Beat Industry Challenges
Regardless of whether pharmaceutical makers are
vigorously putting resources into a pre-clinical turn
of events and clinical preliminaries or on the other
hand creating conventional medication and OTC
meds, these companies are hoping to smooth out
and improve the different monetary and
manufacturing forms run at their plants or their
agreement manufacturing plants in request to make
prevalent items more effectively.

Every colleague needs to deal with their own
procedure necessities (for example item
advancement, production) and needs the way to
effectively move responsibility for and share
information among accomplices.

This empowers producers to increment deals
volumes to their client base of human services
experts, doctors, business stores and drug stores.

Goods Physical Properties:

From a monetary and risk point of view, there are
pharmaceutical companies that are composed into
various divisions or business elements, running from
deals to advertising to producer to wholesaler,
where manufacturing and appropriation might be
overseen by at least one outside agreement
producers.

Here is a portion of the difﬁculties that were
confronted and defeat by pharmaceutical clients
utilizing REXO ERP:

The framework permits clients to characterize the
one of a kind physical attributes of their completed
merchandise as far as delicate gel cases, tablets and
other item types.
Prebuilt layouts bolster item size, shape, shading,
and thickness, just as lines, cavities and different Bills
of Material (BOM) properties.
These physical properties are totally tended to in the
item improvement, production, QC, QA and
arranging forms.

Guarantee
Product Quality
Pharmaceutical producers need
safeguard controls set up to rapidly and
viably test items, what's more, guarantee
ideal gear settings, just as have the way
to rapidly explore and decide the effect
of all experienced quality issues, at
that point change existing settings
and systems.

Advanced Production Scheduling
Keeping up a total arrangement of
Master Batch and Batch
Manufacturing Records
Developing pharmaceutical makers who depend on
paper-based and human escalated procedures to
archive each progression in their production forms
are discovering it regularly expanding hard to
consent to ever increasingly tough FDA
administrative orders, particularly in terms of
overseeing Master Batch and Batch Manufacturing
records.

Guarantee Product ePedigree
Parcel traceability is of signiﬁcant worry because of
the effect of these items on the lives of the general
population. The production and task of parcel
numbers at the hour of getting and production is
one test confronted, so mechanizing these
procedures is basic. When playing out an item
review the capacity to rapidly track and follow
suspect items from providers to clients, from clients
to providers or anyplace inside production in
minutes, is a need.

Demand arranging and creative planning of
different stages, for example, blending,
exemplifying, packing, cleaning, and bundling, are
immeasurably signiﬁcant whether manufacturing
makes to stock or especially make.
Companies that make their own gel syrups utilized
as a base in your wrapped up products. With
permeability to ﬁxings' physical qualities and
intensity levels, recipes can be immediately
acclimated to meet their determinations, based
upon anticipated misfortunes (for example intensity
corruption).
Engineers can perform "imagine a scenario in which
investigation" and think about recipes next to each
other. And when important, hypothetical things and
replacements can be utilized in the equation
ﬁgurings. Staggered work processes assist the audit
and endorsement of recipe crude materials, costs,
quality and bundling across divisions. Most critically,
all recipe exchanges, including the executive's signoffs, are caught and kept up in the Master Batch
Records.

Stock:
REXO ERP catches, oversees and gives
an account of stock levels as far as
weight, volume and units, just as quality
statuses, part numbers, and qualities

Increment Margins and Proﬁtability

Costing:

To expand reality, pharmaceutical companies need
to dissect their normal versus real expenses from
origination through production to client shipments.

Crude materials costs dependent on last price tag,
standard expenses, or anticipated expenses are
moved up along with ﬁxed, layered and versatile
work costs.

Administrators need better permeability to crude
material expenses, in light of last bought, standard
and anticipated costs, and precisely catch and track
the static, adaptable and layered expenses related to
work, vitality and different assets.
Furthermore, buying needs to haggle better terms
for those crude materials for which demand
arranging has decided there is a merged demand.
And to build the top line, deals perceive that they
can hold existing clients and increase new ones with
exhibited consistency, versatility and consistency
over their organization's tasks.

Cost assessments can be overseen during item
improvement of item equations, including middle of
the road bases, and bundling bills of material.
Genuine costs, yields and other KPI's are caught
during production and can be thought about
against projections in an assortment of logical
reports.

Key
Manufacturing
Features
REXO ERP for Pharmaceuticals smooth
out tests, plan, production, quality,
costing, consistence, arranging, and
planning utilizing preconﬁgured
layouts, computerized forms, and
altered dashboards and reports.

Lab and Samples:
Inner and outer solicitations can be overseen from deals citation and plan to production and acknowledgement,
including recording all client interchanges during this cycle.
Completed merchandise equations address serving sizes, item types and size, and thousand amount yields.
Moreover, equations can make any necessary middle of the road gels, powders and syrups utilized as a base in your
wrapped up products.
With permeability to ﬁxings' physical qualities and intensity levels, recipes can be immediately acclimated to meet
their determinations, based upon anticipated misfortunes (for example intensity corruption).
Engineers can perform "imagine a scenario in which investigation" and think about recipes next to each other. And
when important, hypothetical things and replacements can be utilized in the equation ﬁgurings.
Staggered work processes assist the audit and endorsement of recipe crude materials, costs, quality and bundling
across divisions. Most critically, all recipe exchanges, including the executive's sign-offs, are caught and kept up in
the Master Batch Records.

Master Batch and
Batch Manufacturing
Record Management:
To encourage the precise catch and
announcing of value-based data, the
framework gives a record of the
executives, computerized work
processes, review trails, electronic
marks, forming control, and
chronicling.

Arranging and Scheduling:
Standing requests deals requests and estimate
passages can be utilized as completed merchandise
demand inputs; stock levels, batch production
employments, and receipts can be utilized as
gracefully inputs.
An exact, point by point plan for batch production
requests can be produced down to the different
production steps or procedure cells inside the
production lines. Arranging and booking take into
account the rates and limits of blending,
embodying, compacting, cleaning, and bundling
process cells.
Various batch employments can be sequenced and
planned for an arrangement or equal, in light of the
last advance in delivering a completed decent. For
instance, gel top production can be delivered in
corresponding with ﬁll ﬂuid items just as oversaw
freely.To guarantee these batch employments yield
their normal outcomes, the framework can produce
the necessary buy orders of claim to fame the

necessary buy orders of claim to fame ﬁxings,
hardtops and other crude materials to keep
away from deﬁciencies or rescheduling.

Batch Production:
REXO ERP totals demand for wrapped up
merchandise, makes the ideal number of batch
employments over the production stages or
procedure cells, assigns the best stock and back
timetables the batch occupations.
To aid production ﬁgurings, the measure of gel
required to deliver the recipe batch size is
consequently determined dependent on serving
sizes, batch sizes, dynamic ﬁxing potencies and
client characterized misfortunes.
Plans can be powerfully balanced to make up for
accessible stock attributes (for example pH,
qualities, and so on.) so as to meet indicated target
attributes. Batch work discharges and fruitions can
be overseen on an individual premise, which starts

Portable:
Stockroom exercises that help in
getting through production to
transportation assignments, including
manufacturing related requests, QC
related examinations and directions
can be executed through cell
phones.

all the essential stock pulls, QC tests and manufacturing directions. Certain batch employments can be
connected together and back planned or sequenced utilizing our Super Batch highlight. Makers can physically
catch stock use or then again naturally backﬂush stock when shutting batch occupations, just as catch genuine
expenses and other batch work information.

QC, QA, Non-conformance and CAPA:
Framework libraries and endorsement work processes for test seller reviews, hardware agendas, CAPA
methods, item QC tests and acknowledgement quality limits (AQL) can be built up inside REXO ERP. Guidelines
and tests can be arranged and executed against receipts, request shipments, put away stock, and production
line hardware. Test merchant assessment results will approve seller afﬁrmations.
Guidelines can be enlightening in nature, for example, printing a signiﬁcant archive. Some may basically require
afﬁrmation subsequent to introducing the data to a client. Item QC tests for strength, hardness, thickness, and
breaking down require client information assortment and framework approval.
At the point when a non-conformance circumstance emerges, QA plays out a root cause examination, updates
strategies and dispositions of the inﬂuenced products, in light of characterized CAPA systems.
Adjustable COAs can be produced upon batch work consummations. Above all, all production and qualityrelated exchanges, including the board sign offs, are caught and kept up in the Batch Manufacturing Records.

Dashboards and
Reporting:
Adjustable job-based screens give
permeability to basic manufacturing
information, including stock utilization
and parities, real versus anticipated
yields and expenses, and quality
control results and patterns.

Quickly Develop New Products:
Your group of item engineers will have the
instruments to rapidly present new brands, generics
and OTC meds to the commercial centre, just as
create line augmentations of your current portfolio.
Progressed programming decreases your time spent
on monotonous, blunder inclined manual ﬁgurings
in structuring, refreshing and afﬁrming items that
meet your focus on physical and monetary
attributes.

Better Inventory Control:
You can deal with the capacity and development of
opiates and other high-security items in limited
regions inside your plants.
Exact, granular demand arranging and production
planning improves your obtainment and production
of crude materials and completed merchandise,
individually, which will give you better authority over
stock adjusts and space use inside your plants.

Consistency - Lot Traceability and
Labeling:
Parcel number data is caught or auto produced at
the hour of accepting, auto produced for
intermediates and completed merchandise, and
then approved during completed merchandise
appropriation.
A bi-directional view of parcel controlled stock
empowers clients to follow the production and
development of suspect items from conveyance to
transportation, delivery to conveyance, and
anyplace inside production.
REXO ERP produces FDA, GFSI and GS1 related
reports, re-done review reports and customized
client letters.
Every single key exchange is kept up in history logs
for examining purposes, including recipe
endorsements, batch work changes and QA
discharges.

Key Front Ofﬁce Features
Available as a total ﬁnancial and manufacturing ERP solution, REXO ERP for Pharmaceuticals adds a
tailored front end to its back end and manufacturing capabilities. Front ofﬁce modules include::

Accounting
and Financials:

Buying:
Utilize economies of scale to buy
crude materials from endorsed,
ensured sellers to take care of
arranged batch production
occupations made from
demand arranging.

Capture, measure, analyze and
report the cost of doing business with
functions for GL, AP, AR, and
Multicurrency, Bank Reconciliation,
Budgeting and more. The
complete solution serves every
facet of your ERP system
requirements.

Sales:
Effectively and precisely catch
client demand from colleague EDI
exchanges, eCommerce sites and client
entrances. Convert deals citations into
client tests, at that point track and report
on the status and gainfulness of each
client crusade, statement and request
shipment, including their limits
and advancements.

Support:

Dispersion:

Plan, plan, and execute prescient
and preventive support exercises
against production line and
distribution centre gear to
advance hardware accessibility
and usage.

Viably oversee store renewals,
inbound and outbound exercises
across at least one ofﬁce, as well as
stockroom moves.

Perceive These Beneﬁts
REXO ERP for Pharmaceuticals
empowers companies to perceive more
noteworthy net revenues, gain more
noteworthy piece of the overall industry
and improve their main

Improve Product Quality:
Guarantee your corporate standards are being met
in terms of your completed great sizes, shapes, hues,
and thicknesses, just as holder lines, pits and other
bundling properties.
Ceaselessly screen your inbound conveyances,
product offerings and outbound shipments to
guarantee ceaseless progression of value items to
your clients.
With a built-up extensive quality program, you will
decrease the cost of chargebacks and returns

Increment in Sales and Reduce Overall
Costs:
Inﬂuence REXO ERP's quality, recognizability and
consistence abilities not exclusively to hold your
important clients, yet to increase new ones.

This while decreasing your costs, ﬁrst during item
improvement and proceeding to acknowledge
reserve funds by using demand arranging and
creative planning to enhance your manufacturing
process.

Rapidly Scale-Up Production:
Mechanization of your batch and persistent stream
production forms decreases the requirement for
manual mediation.
Dynamic formula modiﬁcations, gel top
improvement, auto measuring and booking of batch
work all cooperate to smooth out production while
decreasing the deferrals, dangers and expenses of
operational vacations.
The foundation of a complete, online quality
program permits you to improve current
procedures, keep production line hardware settings
at their ideal settings and guarantee your
manufacturing procedures can fulﬁl the expanded in
need.

Improve Management
Reporting and Examination:
Adjustable job-based screens furnish you
with precise, constant permeability to
those key measurements that will assist
you with making better-educated
choices, quicker, and keep up your
serious edge.

Keep away from Customer and Industry Fines and Punishments:
Keep agreeable with FDA-21 CFR, USDA, HACCP and other government guidelines. Bi-directional parcel
following empowers you to focus in on presuming items in minutes - limiting the extent of any conceivable
review.
You can presently build up viable fake review programs with your providers and clients to guarantee item
ePedigree over the graceful chain.
And with an exhaustive and effectively open review trail of key business exchanges, you will be in consistence
with your inspectors' record-keeping prerequisites.
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